SAS inaugurates route to Toronto from
Copenhagen and Stockholm with new longrange aircraft
SAS is expanding its network in North America and is now starting direct routes to
Toronto from Copenhagen and Stockholm. SAS will operate three weekly flights from
Copenhagen and four weekly flights from Stockholm with its brand-new A321LR aircraft.
The inaugural flight takes place on June 2nd from Copenhagen to Toronto. The first flight
from Stockholm-Arlanda will take place the following day.
Toronto is the fourth largest city in North America, and an international center for business and
finance. A truly cosmopolitan city with a vast array of experiences, it allows travelers to enjoy
anything from major sports and cultural events, to great outdoor scenery around the Great
Lakes.
“We are delighted to connect Canada and Scandinavia and fly to Toronto with our latest
generation aircraft, which is ideal for this route. Using the A321LR means we can connect even
more parts of the world and it is well suited for the Scandinavian market and the emerging
travel patterns to and from the region,” says Anko van der Werff, President & CEO, SAS.
“SAS aims to be a global leader in sustainable aviation. As we continue to phase in new, fuelefficient aircraft such as the A321LR, we now have one of Europe’s most modern fleets. This
state-of-the-art aircraft will give our customers an even more pleasant, comfortable and
sustainable way of traveling,” van der Werff continues.
The Toronto routes will be operated with a three-class configuration with 157 seats; 22 seats in
SAS Business, 12 seats in SAS Plus (premium economy), and 123 seats in SAS Go (economy).
In the coming summer season, SAS will fly to a total of seven destinations in the US and
Canada: Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington DC, and
Toronto.
Schedules to and from Toronto:
Copenhagen-Toronto: Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
Toronto-Copenhagen: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
Stockholm-Toronto: Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday
Toronto-Stockholm: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday
Facts about Airbus 321LR
The aircraft has 22 Business, 12 Plus and 123 Go, meaning a total of 157 seats in a
single aisle aircraft. The seats are especially chosen for the A321LR to optimize the
comfort in all three travel classes. Seats in SAS Business are fully flat seat beds and
there are different mood light scenarios in the cabins, as well as hi-speed Wi-Fi. Every
seat is equipped with IFE screens, PC-power and/or hi-power USB. The reduced noise
level inside the cabin will further enhance the travel experience onboard.
The A321LR is part of SAS’ ongoing fleet renewal and will reduce climate-impacting
emissions in comparison to previous generations of similar aircraft.
For more information, please contact:
SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the global leader in sustainable aviation. We will reduce total carbon emissions by 25
percent by 2025, by using more sustainable aviation fuel and our modern fleet with fuel-efficient aircraft.
In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air
cargo services. SAS is a founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines
offers a wide network worldwide.

